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otnemicehnoc o uohnag sulaM ,orugeS Finally he completed the ritual and freed himself from Daemon. A Khaine bride, Yasmir is ripe mature marriage and many lords have clamoured for her hand, if only Yasmir's own hand would leave the side of Bruglir. Family Lurhan Fellblade - Father and Vaulkhar (Military Commander) of Hag Graef. What I do, I
do for myself!" ¢ÃÂÂMalus Darkblade[6d] Malus Darkblade and the burning of Hag Graef. Through his half-sister Nagaira, Malus was inducted into a Slaaneshi cult run by her, but realised that it wasn't him but the Daemon bound within him that the cult wanted. "I am Malus! Malus Darkblade! Kill me if you dare! Kill me if you can!" ¢ÃÂÂMalus
Darkblade, the Tyrant of Hag Graef[9a] Malus Darkblade, the Tyrant of Hag Graef. No matter how many blows to the spine and abdomen he dealt to the Champion with the Warpsword of Khaine, each time the Champion was unaffected.[8l] After escaping the Chaos horde's leader, Malus was named the Witch King's champion, and fought on the walls
to hold Nagaira's horde at bay. And if you can hear me, you'd best prepare yourself. Malus learned during an assault to his horror that the Chaos Champion was Lhunara, a Druchii woman who had served as Malus' lieutenant (and who came to love him) who Malus had murdered shortly after his possession by Tz'arkan. When he awoke he found that
the other Dark Elves had managed to take the dagger.[6h] Following the other Druchii, Malus eventually found the raiding party which had taken the dagger and was surprised to find that it was his own father, Lurhan, who led it. Rumours of a great power hidden in the distant north set Darkblade on a quest that led him deep into the Chaos Wastes.
[1a] It is a testament to Darkblade's determination that he not only survived his journey but at last came before the temple of Kul Hadar, in which his prize could be found. Known to be an excepptional Black Ark Corsair pirate and slaver, who has an arrangement with his younger brother Isilvar. Like all of his kin, he sought to extend his influence as
far as he could. Now the begins. "- Malus Darkblade [8y] Malus Darkblade rode on the site. I'm not defeated. Nagira - Second eldest daughter, known for her arts, and her likely being similar to her own parents. Urial, known best As a Urial. The Lessken was the youngest son who is true. He was also known to take a bath in the blood of tormented
every day. Bruglir Reaver - the oldest and most favored of the children of Lurhan. Fonts 1: Warhammer Armies: Dark Elves (8th Edition) 2: Warhammer Exchange: Dark Elves (7th edition) 3: Warhammer Armies: Dark Elves (6th Edition) 4: Malus Darkblade Chronicle: Daemons Damn (Novel) by Dan Abnett & Mike Lee 4a: Chapter 1: Blood and Coin
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K4000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000disnoc saw ah, drowspraW, hat dedlew, sulaM under won na, trah problems started. Known for his drug and alchohol abuse, his lithe sickly apperance and his dealings with his elder brother Bruglir,
Isilvar is the investor of the Reaver's many war spoils. One way to do so was to please the Drachau (ruler) of Hag Graef as well as his cruel and demanding father, a circumstance which became extremely difficult due to the fact that the Vaulkhar had fathered many children and Malus was but a bastard of a Witch Elf, albeit one who was powerful and
feared. Wargear Spite (Cold One) - Spite is Malus' one true companion, a loyal and ferocious reptilian beast which has served the Tyrant of Hag Graef ever since he was a mere bastard nobleman.[1a] Warpsword of Khaine - This is one of the five fabled treasures that Malus had to retrieve in his quest to rid himself of the Daemon that possessed him.
The Idol of Kolkuth was lost beneath the rubble when the Temple of Tz'arkan crumbled.[5z] Reaper of Souls "I am my own master, daemon. Wielding the Warpsword of Khaine, the only surviving artefact from that long-ago quest, Darkblade has hacked a path of bloody ruin across the frozen north, drawing upon Tz'arkan's power when needed, but
relying first and foremost on his own dark determination and limitless reservoir of hate.[1a] History "Shut up Daemon!" ¢ÃÂÂMalus Darkblade, the Tyrant of Hag Graef[7w] The Daemon's Curse "Our blood is not for the likes of you! Raise a hand against us and I will scourge the spirit from your worthless bones and hurl you into the Outer Dark! Flee
before my wrath, wretched sons of Aenarion! The Dark Mother waits, and if you press me I shall offer your souls up to her!" ¢ÃÂÂMalus Darkblade, battling Elven Apparitions[4m] Malus within the Chaos Wastes. Dark Mother, let that be enough!" ¢ÃÂÂMalus Darkblade[7j] The Warpsword was guarded by an ancient Dragon Ogre, who was impervious
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your last µ inside the cult. Using a ring given to him by his mother, Malus contacted Eldire, who told him that the path to the amulet was within the Iron Fortress, Naggarond.[8c] Malus was later captured by Endless, the personal bodyguard of the feared Malekith, who brought him to Naggarond to be tried by the Witch-King for his crimes.[8d]
TambÃ© m was revealed that there was another prop³site for the capture of Malus; Her sister Nagaira had arisen once again, and this time she brought an exÃanicrite of Chaos with her, who was killing and destroying the watchtowers that guarded against the wastelands of chaos on the north front.[8f] How two of the Druchii people's possessions
were out due to µ, this was particularly a non-average season. You have been given the potential for great power and with Lurhan's death you have lost everything you ever valued or desired. These are just the tiniest tastes of wonders that could have been yours if you hadn't simply chosen to serve me." Ã ÂT'zarkan, the drinker of the worlds[8n]
Within the city of Gronda, Malus led a pre-emptive strike against the forces of Nagaira, a force that numbered almost 120,000 or more. The sword of war was part of this prophecy, and so the one who wielded it was considered a candidate to be the scourge.[7w] Brother of Malus, Urial tried to become the scourge, however, the sword of war he had
wielded was false. I'm not broken. His father hated him, his mother manipulated him and his brothers hated him. In, beast of the deep earth. However, the dagger's vicious powers did not work on Malus; As his soul had already been taken over by Tz'arkan, the powers of the dagger were rendered useless. Malus proved unable to kill this Dark Gods
Campaign. The ancient knowledge and powers of a Great Daemon are his to command, should he have the willpower to control it. For long years, he the deadly game of the Dark Elves of politics and murder and played arap uotlov sulaM ,sodidreP sod ahlI an arutneva aus a reviverbos ed siopeD .leurc e adicrotsid edadeicos aus menifed euq seµÃ§Ãcaf
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on recenamrep o£Ãtne uo ,ossecus ret arap ona mu sanepa evet elE .ele euq od ©Ãta orucse siam res mu ed sarrag sa arap edalbkraD uovel redop ed edes aus etnemlanif sam Charger of precious treasures and the artifact that he was very looking for However, as approached the ports of Clar Karond, Malus managed to discover the location of the
third artifact located at the bottom of the city's necropole. [6b] The third relatis that Tz'arkan needed was the torxus dagger. ; A long black dagger said to be so black that was a short end of the exterior darkness. Survived tasting and a templar and priest was made. My hate is strong and while I hate, I live. "Â €" Malus Darkblade, struggling against
the Guardian Tower [5y] While killing the skinriders, Malus found what he was looking for â € "The entrance to the Sanctuary where the sorcerer Erifus had hidden the wood. [5w] The labyrinth was a twisted labyrinth of corridors that Malus evil was able to navigate successfully, and whose guardian was so fierce, even his own master She could not
find a skirt. to hide himself and to Tz'arkan's tree. Thus, Malus was forced to drink a magical potion that kept him awake indefinitely. Tz'arkan briefly referred to dagger as the " Harvester ". The dagger was able to pluck the soul of anyone who stabbed and connect this vital force for all eternity at this point, which means that Even a scratch would be
lethal. [6b] Torxus dagger was hidden inside the crypt of a black elf war lord, Eluril, the damage, which swore to protect the dagger from falling into the wrong at any cost. [6B] Eleuril's crypt "What a witch is on, only a witch can take." Â € "Malus Darkblade [6U] Enter the crypt was comparatively easy for Malus, though, somehow, another Group of
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eradicate them. [5h] With his destruction, Malus was free to continue his search. His entire life is full of nothing but contempt and hatred for almost everything in this miserable world. The art had the ability to deform the time spacing time for his possessor, allowing transportation to wherever, and perhaps even when, the user wanted to go. [5z]
Malus used it successfully, although he hated the Experience and proved not to be as needed as he expected. Malus once used the tree twice, once on the island of Morhaut to escape the tower where he had been hidden and the second to escape a group of Autarii killers to kill him in vengeance for his previous actions against his Clanes. Malus
Darkblade has always been ambitious, even by the high standards of the families in Hag Graef war. With four of the necessary artifacts in his possession, only Vaurog's amulet, a strong red-gold torque that made his patter foolish to all weapons, remained to be claimed. [8a] However, the location of the amulet was not known as Malus or Tz'Arkan.
This was a fact that Malus wanted to keep hidden from the wizard king, since the general population believed that the King Witch Malekith was the scourge. Malus was born as a bastard son of Lurhan Fellblade, Vaulkhar (Military Commander) of the Black Elf settlement of Hag Graef, Darkblade last name, a name given to all Bastardo Druchii. This is
just a glimpse of the glory to come. In order to gain power (and escape the unfortunate consequences of a previous commercial venture), Malus left for Chaos Waste in search of an ancient treasure that could help restore his status and fortune. [4D] The Journey North "Ride! By death and ruin, Hag warriors! Â € "Malus Darkblade [4m] He went north,
chased by a bunch of templar sent to huit after after [4f] Malus and his entourage managed to escape capture only to be captured by the Austrians, a clan of Shades in the hills ³ the shores.[4j] Malus, always an intelligent diplomat, managed to escape a terrible fate for himself and his warriors, accepting a challenge to recover a medallion.[4j] Malus,
despite the probabilities stacked against him, managed to do so and While the Austrians, though hostile to Malus, had to carry out their part of the agreement and The Dark Elves on their journey north.[4m] While the Austrians led the war band through the betrayal passages of the Wastes of the north, Malus left them for dead by the hands of a
prince. A livid-dead man who rose from his sleep and killed his thirst for revenge against the Drugs.[4m] Knowing that the Austrians would finally bring him, the [4n] Moreover, the war band managed to find a Beastman Bray-Shaman known as Kul-Shaman Hadar.[4o] Making a deal, Malus did a favor to the shaman and killed one of his rivals for
power. Although Malus survived the injury, he fell unconscious. Malus also ©m gained himself the enmity of Naggor and Balneth Bale by leading the former ©Rcito of the ark and the Witch's son to their deaths outside the walls of Hag Graef. Malus was able to deceive the Son God and flee, but when the entity realized this, he arrested Tz'arkan in
Malus' body once again as a punishment. Didn't you think I'd die from the shock of my ³? However, the vassals could not always be there for their lord, and for much of his life, Malus has been almost wholly alone in the cruel world in which he was born, but while others would have allowed themselves to die many, many years ago, Malus prospered in
this world betrayal, suffering and ³, his evil being the only thing that really pushed him After a series of schemes, masturbation back and twice, Malus and the group finally defeated the skinriders, although they were almost undone when the first companion in Bruglir (also his lover who had grown with science Yasmir and believed that Bruglir never
intended to honor his vote to give his command of a ship) betray them to the boss of Skinrider. [5] During the final battle, Malus and Bruglir took the opportunity to try to kill each other with Malus emerging the winner. [5V] The labyrinth "Do you think of breaking me with, but a look in the mirror? Choose your way, to be chosen for you. Inside the
temple, Malus discovered that the Warpsword had really false. [7k] Using the own Portal known as Portal Property., Malus was brought to the waste of chaos where a group of chaos worshipers went to the location of real warpsword. [7U] Vermilion Gate "I still live. Not wanting to be a puppet for a group of fan cultists, Malus sought out a skirt. [5E]
Island of the Lost "I leased other lands for gold and meat to support our kingdom. Tz'arkan, however, deceived Malus, and attempt to devour his soul after being released. Malus had to draw Khaine Warpsword, who killed the ogre of the dragon with a single bar of his bladefine. The name of the sword was certainly justified when the sword consumed
the blood of his victims, as if he would wait for the dark elf of the murder of murder. [7V] However, the sword did not seem to be surprised at origin. No, not my father, not the first king of the wizard can command me. For the black ark, for the kingdoms of daemon, for the prosecution, for the If where the trail takes. He had only one way to escape his
destiny - to find five artifacts of power that would totally release Tz'Arkan from his old prison and thus see the soul of Darkblade. He used the warrant to assume the command of aus aus ele moc odnavel ,atarip od azelatrof a rilgurB o£Ãmri od ahlev siam edatsepmet e atorf Yasmir and another half-brother, Urial. All that he already possessed and has
been obtained by his ³ brothers, clutching his way to the top, from the position of a humble bastard son to the ruler of the city of Hag Graef. Destiny can't touch you anymore unless you don't. The dead will rise to do my command, even if the living give their souls to affirm my glorious appetites. His half-sister Nagaira had conspired with his brother
Isilvar; they had knowledge of the five kings he needed to get to free the daemon from his prison and recover his stolen soul. soul.
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